
Subject index

Aboriginal people, see Indigenous Australians
access control technology
circumvention
criminal actions, 234
exceptions, 230–1, 234
preventative measures, 229–34

see also rights management information,
electronic accounts of profits
for patent infringements, 544–5
for plant breeder’s rights infringements,
591

adaptation, right of, 227–8
Administrative Affairs Tribunal (AAT), 585,

589
Advisory Council on Intellectual Property

(ACIP), 405, 464, 593
on exclusive rights of patentees, 543
review of crown use provisions 2005, 491,
493–5

review of petty patent system 1995,
450

Advocaat case, 22, 28, 53
Alvin Purple case, 27, 34
animals, patentability, see patents for

invention, exclusions, plants and
animals

anti-dilution, 145–6, 151–2
Anton Piller orders, 61, 596
artistic works, 202
authorship, 215–16
buildings, 204
craftworks, 204
artistic quality, 204–5
craftmanship, 205

defences against copyright infringement,
289–90

drawings, 203
engravings, 203–4
owner’s rights, 223
paintings, 202
photographs, see photographs
requirement of qualification, 209
sculptures, 203

see also; communication, right of;
publication, right of; reproduction, right
of

attribution, right of, 298–9
Australasian Mechanical Copyright Owners

Society (ACMOS), 248
Australian Competition and Consumer

Commission (ACCC), 83–4, 171, 249
Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC),

295
on exclusive rights of patentees, 543
on gene patenting, 500, 593
review of design law, 321
reviews patents for genetics, 413

Australian Official Journal of Designs, 324,
431

Australian Official Journal of Patents, Trade
Marks & Designs, 388, 390–1

Australian Patent Office (APO)
Manual, 465, 478
PCT receiving office, 384
see also Commissioner of Patents; Register
of Patents

Australian Performing Rights Association
(APRA), 248, 608

Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods,
540

Australian Vice-Chancellors’ Committee
(AV-CC), 242–3, 245

authorship in copyright, see copyright,
authorship

Banks Committee (UK), 490
Bently & Sherman Report, 183
bilateral agreements, 14–15
broadcasts, 206
authorship, 216
encoded, unauthorised access to, 236
originality, 213
owner’s rights, see also reproduction, right
of

performers’ rights, 308
requirement of qualification, 210
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614 SUBJECT INDEX

broadcasts (cont.)
statutory licences, 241–2
term of protection, 237
see also copyright, defences, time–shifting

Budget Rent a Car case, 26
Budweiser case, 25–6
business secrets, see trade secrets

caching (computer systems), 224, 227, 291
Cadbury Schweppes case, 22, 24, 36, 610
Cadbury Schweppes, trade marks, 72–3
‘Case of Monopolies’, 379–80
certification trade marks, see trade marks,

registered, certification
character merchandising (in passing off), see

misrepresentation (in passing off),
character merchandising

circuit layouts, protection of
and copyright, 318
duration, 315
eligible layouts, 313–14
exclusive rights, 314–15
exploitation by owner, 315
history, 312–13
infringement, 316
exceptions and defences, 316–17
remedies, 317–18
damages, 317–18

jurisdiction, see jurisdiction
ownership, 315
subsistence, 314

circumvention devices, see access control
technology

Clarification of Plant Breeding Issues under the
Plant Breeder’s Rights Act 1994, 556–7,
571–2

Coca-Cola
bottle shape, 31, 71, 95, 139–43, 147–9
trade marks, 67, 67–8, 85

collecting societies, 242–5, 247–9
collective trade marks, see trade marks,

registered, collective
commercial renting, right of, 228
Commissioner of Patents, 551
role in patent process, see also Australian
Patent Office, 378, 387, 389, 420

role in revocation of patents, 546–7
common field of activity (in passing off), 39
communication, right of, 226–7
computer software, 11, 197–9
defences against copyright infringement,
290

derivation or copying, 252
as literary works, 196

ownership rights, see adaptation, right of;
commercial renting, right of

parallel importation, 266
patentability, 407, 410, 413–14
substantial part requirement, 254–5
technological protection measures, see
access control technology

confidence, equitable doctrine of breach of,
340–2

after employment, 365–8
equitable action, 366–8
contract, 365–6
duty of fidelity, 365

breaches
defences, 368; public interest, 369–71

and copyright, 375
disclosure, 359–61
duration of obligation, 359–61
elements of breach, 343–4
disclosure in confidence, 350
identified information, 345
imposition of obligation, 350–4
know-how, 367
knowledge, 348–9
quality of confidence, 345–6; ideas,
346–7
relative secrecy, 347–8; public domain
showing detriment, 357–8

in employment, 362–3
contract, 364
duty of fidelity, 363–4
equitable action for breaches, 364

encrypted information, 351–2
entitlement to bring action, 361
equitable obligations, 359
history, 342–3
inadvertant acquisition
verbal confidences, 352–3
written confidences, 353–4

innocent acquisition, 350–1
information, 9
not property, 361

international dimensions, 376
and patents, 374–5
remedies, 359–60, 372
damages, 373–4
springboard principle, 372–3

scope of obligation, 356–7
surreptitious acquisition, 351, 354
unauthorised use or disclosure, 354–6
see also trade secrets

confusion (in passing off), 35–6
constitutional powers, 17–18
consumer behaviour, 36–7, 52
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SUBJECT INDEX 615

copying, see copyright, derivation or copying
copyright, 7–8, 178–9, 184–5
artistic works, 202–6
assignment, 239–40
Australian history, 180–6
authorship, 214–15
broadcasts, 216
films, 216
joint, 217
published editions, 216
sound recordings, 216
unknown, 217–18
works, 215–16

British law, 180–1
broadcast, 193
commissioned works, 221
and confidential information, 375
criminal offences
indictable, 270–1
strict liability, 271–2
summary, 271

damages, 268
conversion or detention, 269–70

defences, 272–3
artistic works, 289–90
computer programs, 290
contracting out, 294–5
educational uses, 288–9
fair dealing, 272–3, 280: criticism or
review, 275–8; parody or satire, 279–80;
professional advice and legal
proceedings, 278; reporting of news,
278; research or study, 273–5, 295
films, 293
format-shifting, 284–5
government uses, 292
legal materials, 291–2
libraries, exceptions for, 285–8
public interest, 293–4
reading or recitation in private, 292
sound recordings, 292–3
temporary and incidental reproductions,
291
time-shifting, 283–4

derivation or copying, 251–3, 281–3
and design protection, 336–9
dramatic works, 199–201
duration of protection, 237
exploitation by owner, see also copyright,
assignment; copyright, licences, 238–9

first ownership, see copyright, ownership
format-shifting, see copyright, defences,
format-shifting

future reforms, 192–3

genetic materials, 193
for Government use, 292
‘idea-expression’ dichotomy, 179
infringement, 249–50
authorisation of infringing activity,
256–9
direct, 250–5
groundless threats, 270
indirect, 261–2; see also parallel
importation
substantial part requirement, 253–5

innocent infringement, 269
international influences, 184–5, 189–92
jurisdiction, see jurisdiction
justifications, 186–7
natural rights, see natural rights,
copyright, justification for
utilitarian, 187–8

licences, 240
compulsory and statutory, 241–2, 288;
express, 240
implied, 240–1
Part VA, 242–3
Part VB, 243–7

literary works, 195–9
musical works, 201–2
nature of rights, 222–3
ownership
and authorship, 214–18
exceptions: commissioned works, 221;
Crown copyright, 221–2; employees,
works created by, 218–20; journalists,
works created by, 220

parallel importation, see parallel
importation, and copyright

public interest defence, 293–4
public recitations, 292
relief for infringement, 267–70
requirements for protection
connection to Australia, 208–10
originality, see originality
recorded in material form, 208

rights, nature of, 222–3, 297
adaptation, 227–8
commercial rental, 228
communication to the public, 226–7
performance in public, 225–6
publication, 225
reproduction, 223–5

State acts, colonial, 181
subject matter other than works, 206
subsistence, 194–5
connection to Australia, 208–10
originality, 210–13
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616 SUBJECT INDEX

copyright (cont.)
recorded in material form, 208
subject matter, 195; works, 195–206;
other than works, 206–8

temporary and incidental reproductions,
see also caching (computer systems),
291

time-shifting, see copyright, defences,
time–shifting

traditional knowledge, 193
works, see also artistic works; computer
software; dramatic works; literary
works; musical works

see alsomoral rights; performers rights
Copyright Australia Limited (CAL), 244–5,

248, 292
Copyright Convergence Group reports, 183
Copyright Law Committee (1974) (Franki

Committee), 182–3, 273, 281–3
Copyright Law Review Committee (CLRC),

183, 297, 307
on contracting out of defences, 295
review of Crown copyright, 222
review of Copyright Tribunal, 249

Copyright Tribunal of Australia, 242–3, 245,
249, 292

corporations, 55
counterfeit products, 38
Crazy Horse Saloon case, 25
Crean, Simon, 381
criminal liability, 604
Crocodile Dundee case, 27, 34, 40–1
Crown copyright, 221–2, 242

damages, 602
for copyright infringements, 268
for design protection infringements, 335–6
and interlocutory injunctions, 599–600
for moral rights infringements, 306
for passing off infringements, 61–3
for patent infringements, 544–5
for plant breeder’s rights infringements,
591

for trade mark infringements, 169
databases, protection of, 4, 8, 15
deception (in passing off), see

misrepresentation (in passing off),
intent to mislead

Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and
Public Health (WTO), 502–3

defensive trade marks, see trade marks,
registered, defensive

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry, 590

Department of Industry, Tourism and
Resources, 589–90

derogatory treatment, 300–1
design protection, 9
and copyright, 336–7
industrial application, 338–9
registration of corresponding design,
337–8

Crown use, 335
duration, 325
exclusive rights, 329
groundless threats, 336
history, 320–2
infringements
under 1906 Act, 329–31
under 2003 Act
primary, 331–2
secondary, 332
defences: consent, 335; spare parts,
333–4
remedies, 335–6, see also damages

ownership, 329
parallel importation, see parallel
importation, and design protection

post-registration examination, 325
process, 322
priority date, 324–5

publication, 322–4
registration, 324
requirements for protection
design, definition, 325–6
visual features, 326–7
new and distinctive, 328–9
product, 327–8

Designs Online Searching Database (ADDS),
324

differentiation of products, 7
digital information technology, 11
see also internet

disclosure of patents, 3, 10
discoveries
patentability, see patents, patentability of
discoveries

dissemination of information, see disclosure
dramatic works, 199–201
authorship, 215–16
owner’s rights, 223
requirement of qualification,
209

see also adaptation, right of; commercial
rental, right of; communication, right of;
performance, right of; publication, right
of; reproduction, right of

Duff beer case, 34, 36, 52, 54, 62
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SUBJECT INDEX 617

East India Company, 379
educational institutions
copyright provisions, 185, 218, 231, 234–6,
256–9, 281, 288–9
lending rights, 318–19
statutory licences, 242–7

Elizabeth I, Queen of England, 379
employees
confidentiality obligations, see confidence,
equitable doctrine of breach of, after
employment; confidence, equitable
doctrine of breach of, during
employment

patents, see patents for invention,
employees, as inventors

works created by, 218–20
Ergas Report (2000), 183, 187, 330–1, 333
European Patent Organisation (EPO),

400–1
exhibitions and conventions, 431

fair dealing, see copyright, defences, fair
dealing

false attribution, right to prevent, 301–2
farmer’s rights
plant breeding, 579–81

Federal Court
appeals to, 552
jurisdiction
patents, 551–2
plant breeder’s rights, 588–9

Federal Magistrate’s Court, 604–5
Fender case, 153–5
films, 206
authorship, 216
defences against copyright infringement,
293

originality, 213
requirement of qualification, 210
technological protection measures, see
access control technology

term of protection, 237
format-shifting, 284–5
franchising, 174–5
Franki J, see also Copyright Law Review

Committee 1974 (CLRC), 182
fraud
and confidentiality, 369–70
in copyright, 293–4
in design protection, 330–2
in passing off, 20–1, 62
and patents, 465, 508, 547–51
in trade mark registration, 126, 154
rectification, 129

freedom of competition, 606
exemptions, 608
per se prohibitions, 607
rule of reason prohibitions, 607–8

future copyright, 239–40

Gary Honey case, 34, 41–2
General Electric case, 172–3
genetic information, 11–12
good faith use, 164–5
goodwill
damage to, 169
in passing off tort, 25

Governor-General, directs Crown acquisition
of patents, 496

groundless threats of proceedings, 601
copyright infringement, 270
design infringement, 336
patents, 545–6
trade mark infringement, 162–3

Henschke case, 36, 103–4, 134, 142–3, 174
High Court
appeals to, 552
jurisdiction
patents, 551–2
plant breeder’s rights, 589

honest concurrent use (defence in passing
off), 28–9

House of Representatives Legal and
Constitutional Affairs Committee
Inquiry into Technological Protection
Measures, 185

human beings, patentability, see patents for
invention, exclusions, human beings

‘idea-expression’ dichotomy, 179
‘Improver’ questions, 517
incentive to invest, 381
incentives for creation and dissemination, 3,

3–4, 8
independent creation, 7, 9
Indigenous Australians
tribal secrets, 362
see alsomoral rights, Indigenous
communal

Industrial Property Advisory Committee
(IPAC)

review of patent system 1984, 381, 409
Industrial Property Advisory Committee

(IPAC), Patents, Innovation and
Competition in Australia

review of patent system 1984, 530,
533
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618 SUBJECT INDEX

injunctions
in business name registration, 111
and circuit design, 317–18
and confidential information, 356, 360,
372–3

and copyright, 231, 267
and design protection, 335
interlocutory, 598–600
and moral rights, 306
for passing off, 21–2, 43, 53, 58, 60
for patent infringements, 544–5
and performers’ rights, 310
permanent, 600–1
for plant breeder’s rights infringements,
591

quia timet, 36, 43, 53
against threats of proceedings, 162, 270,
336, 545–6

in trade mark registration, 161
injurious falsehood, 59
insubstantial copying, 246–7
integrity of authorship, right of, 299–301
derogatory treatment, 300–1

Intellectual Property Competition Review
Committee (IPCRC), 500

intellectual property, definition, 1–5
intellectual property law, development of, 5
UK influence, 16
US influence, 16

International Code of Botanical Nomen-
clature 1995 (ICNCP 1995), 563–4

International Patent Cooperation Union,
384

internationalisation of property law, 12–13
internet, see also digital information

technology, 11
domain names, 42–4
Australia, 44–6, 47–8
dispute resolution, 46–7

‘framing’, 48–9
meta-tags, 49–50
passing off (tort), 42, 45–6
disclaimers, 51–2

pop-up advertisements, 50–1
and trade marks, 78–9, 159–61

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), 42–3

Uniform Dispute Registration Policy, 17,
46–7

internet service providers, authorisation of
infringing activity, 259–61

inventions
definition, 405–6
patents, see patents for invention

investment, protection of, 4–5, 7
IPAustralia, 389
administers PBRA, 589–90
registration of designs, see Registrar of
Designs

review of spare parts provision, 334
Issues Paper on Fair Use and other Copyright

Exceptions, 272

Janke Report, 183
journalists, works created by, 220
jurisdiction, see also Federal Court; High

Court, 604–6

Kenman Kandy case, 71–2, 89–90, 92,
94–6

learned societies, 431–2
legal materials, copyright provisions, 291–2
lending rights, see educational institutions,

copyright provisions, lending rights;
libraries, copyright provisions, public
lending rights

libraries, copyright provisions, 185, 218, 231,
234–6, 256–9, 281, 285–7

public lending rights, 318–19
literary works, 195–6
authorship, 215–16
owner’s rights, 223
requirement of qualification, 209
tables and compilations, 197
titles, 196
see also adaptation, right of; commercial
rental, right of; communication, right of;
performance, right of; publication, right
of; reproduction, right of

McCain Foods Pty Ltd, trade marks, 73
Metallica (band), 598
Microcell decision, 408, 451, 455
micro-organisms
international obligations, 478
patent specification
deposit of sample, 478
experimental purposes, 479

misrepresentation (in passing off), 21–2,
61–3
character merchandising, 38–42
definition, 35–7
intent to mislead, 36
quality, 38
target of representation, 37–8
trade origins, 38

Mond Nickel rules, 395–6
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SUBJECT INDEX 619

monopolies, see patents for invention, history
Montana case, 77, 154–6
Moorgate Tobacco case, 4, 21, 61, 79–81,

342–6, 358, 360–1
moral rights, 8, 239, 280, 296–8
attribution, 298–9
Indigenous communal, 192, 306–7
integrity, 299–301
introduced, 184
limits on, 302–3
consent and waivers, 304–5
reasonableness, 303–4
object to false attribution, 301–2

performers, 307
remedies, 306, see also damages
see also attribution, right of; copyright;
false attribution, right to prevent;
integrity of authorship, right of

Morton’s Rules (of patentability), see also
patents for invention, patentability,
406–8, 411

most favoured nation requirements, 14
musical works, 201–2
authorship, 215–16

Napster case, 256
National Heart Foundation tick, 82, 84
national treatment, 14
natural rights, 3
copyright, justification for, 188–9
and patents, 381

Nike, trade marks, 43–4, 91, 122
Nike case, 56, 122, 127, 130, 146
Northrop J, 452
NRDC principles, 408–11

online contracts, 294
originality
subject matter other than works, 213
works, 210–12

Panel decisions, 4, 206–7, 254, 276–8, 280,
282

definition of fair dealing, 280
parallel importation, 606
books, 263–4
electronic formats, 265–6

computer circuits, 318
computer software, 266
and copyright, 158, 184, 262–7
and design protection, 335
electronic formats, 265–6
non-infringing accessories, 266–7
and passing off, 157–8

and patents, 526–7
rule of reason prohibitions, 607–8
sound recordings, 264
and trade marks, 153–7, 167–8

parody, 279–80
passing off (tort), 6, 53
affect of registered trade marks, 62
in common law, 20–1
damage (element), 53–4
damages, see also damages, 61–3
drawbacks, 65–6
elements, 22–3
reputation of plaintiff, see reputation

in equity, 21
history, 20–1
internet, see internet
jurisdiction, see jurisdiction
misrepresentation, seemisrepresentation
(in passing off)

remedies, see remedies
and s 120(3), 152

Patent Manual of Practice & Procedures,
418–19, 450

patentable subject matter, 406–19
patents for invention, 377–8
of addition, 382
applications, 385–6
acceptance and publication, 388
convention, 383
divisional, 385
documentation, 394–5
innovation patents, 390–2
opposition, 389
PCT, 384
provisional, 395
re-examination, 389–90
types of patents, 382–3
withdrawal and lapsing, 397–8

Budapest Treaty, 400, 478
claims
construction, 511–18; literalist
approach, 514; pith and marrow
approach, 515; priority dates, 394–7;
purposive approach, 516–18

combination, 383
computer programs, 407, 410,
413–14

and confidential information, 374–5
contracts
conditions, 505; defence to
infringement, 505–6; void, 503–4
termination, 506

convention
applications, 394
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620 SUBJECT INDEX

patents for invention (cont.)
co-ownership, 484–6
Crown exploitation right, 492–5
acquisition by Commonwealth,
496
assignment to Commonwealth, 496
court order to cease, 495
remuneration, 495
supply to foreign countries, 495–6

Crown use, 491–2
dealings with, 496–7
development of Australian law, 380–1
employees
as inventors, 481–3, 486–7; duty of
fidelity, 488–9; fiduciary duties, 490–1;
pre-assignment clauses, 487–8
and secret use, 459, 462

entitlement to apply, 480–1
examination, 387–8
exclusions
human beings, 463–4
international obligations, 466
mere mixtures, 465–6
plants and animals, 464
use contrary to law, 464–5

exclusive rights
to keep; infringements, 522–3
to make; infringements, 521–2
right to import; infringements, 524–6
to use; infringements, 522–3

fair basing
on priority document, 395–6
on specification, 475–7
generally inconvenient, 417–19

genetic materials, 407, 410–11
grant, 390
granted
no positive rights, 519–20
rights to exploit patent, 508–9

history, 378–80
infringements
authorisation of infringing activity,
527–8
common design, 529
contributory, 530–1; not a staple
commercial product, 532; one
reasonable use, 531–2
defences, 535–6; contracts, 505–6;
experimental purposes, 541–3; for
pharmaceuticals, 540; prior use,
536–40; private acts, 541; research
purposes, 541–3; use in foreign vessels,
536
direct, 520–1

groundless threats of proceedings,
545–6
proceedings, 543–4
procurement, 529
relief, 544–5
remedies, 505–6
right to import; parallel importation, see
parallel importation, and patents
by supply of component parts, 534–5
see also injunctions; remedies

innovation patents, 382
application process, 390–2
documentation, 394
introduction, 405
transitional provisions, 402

innovative step, 436–8
assessment, 450–1
comparison information, 440–3
statutory requirements, 438–9

internal requirements, see specifications
international, see patents, applications,
PCT

international aspects, 398–401
inventive step, 436–8
assessment elements, 443; obviousness,
443–4; skilled person, 444–5
common general knowledge, 445–6
comparison information, 439–40, 442–3
long felt need, 449
objection to hindsight, 450
obviousness, 454–5; hindsight, 448
process to identify, 447–8
secondary indicia, 448–50
skilled person, 470–1; expected to
ascertain, 446–7
standard of inventiveness, 447
statutory requirements, 438–9

inventiveness, threshold quality of,
454–5
assessment, 452–4

inventorship, criteria, 481–2
derives title from inventor, 483–4
entitlement to assign, 482–3
joint inventors, 482

joint
revocation, 549

jurisdiction of courts, 551–2
Federal Court, 551
High Court, 551
see also jurisdiction

licensing, 497
compulsory, 496–503; anti-competitive
behaviour, 500; applications, 498–500;
conditions, 498–9; effect on other
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SUBJECT INDEX 621

patents, 500–1; international
obligations, 502–3; operation of orders,
501; other circumstances, 502;
remuneration, 501; revocation, 501
exclusive, 498
implied on sale, 519
non-exclusive, 497
proprietary interests, 498
sole, 497

manner of manufacture, 403, 406–17
medical treatments, 407, 410–13
micro-organisms, 400
non-infringement declarations, 545
novelty, 419–20
by way of selection, 434–5
disclosure, 424–8
exclusions, 430–4
and inventive and innovative steps, 436
prior art base, 421–3
prohibition on mosaics, 429–30
publicly available, 425–8
and secret use, 458–9
selection patents, see patents for

invention, selection
statutory requirements, 420–1
test, 428–9
see also prior art base

NRDC principles, 408–9
unpatentable inventions, 409–11

opposition
grounds, 387–9, 391–2, 401, 425, 458
inventive or innovative step, 437–8
manner of manufacture, 406
novelty, 419–20
s 18, 469–70
s 40, 469
secret use, 458
utility, 455

ownership, 484
grant, 485–6

parallel importation, see parallel
importation, and patents

patentability, 407–8, 451–2
of discoveries, 416–17
generally inconvenient, 378, 411–13,
417–19
no secret use, 457–60; on behalf of
government, 463; confidential
disclosure, 461–2; other than for trade,
462–3; reasonable trials, 460–1
utility as criterion, 455–7
see alsoMorton’s Rules; patents, NRDC
principles

patentable subject matter, 406–19

PCT
applications, 395

petty, 404–5
pharmaceuticals, 429
extension of term, 392–4
and plant breeder’s rights, 593

pre-examination, 386–7
prior art base, see prior art base
prior user right, 537–8
priority dates, 385–6, 394–7
provisional specification, 470
see also prior art base

property rights, 508–9
rationale, 381
refusal
grounds, 537

registration, 3
revocation
false suggestion and misrepresentation,
548–51
fraud, 548–51
grounds, 391, 401–2, 458, 537;
inventive or innovative step, 437–8;
manner of manufacture, 406; novelty,
419–20; s 18, 469–70; s 40, 469; secret
use, 458, 463; utility, 455
information allowed, 387–8, 391
lack of entitlement, 547–8
misrepresentation, 548–51
onus of proof, 463
parties to proceedings, 551
re-examination, 389–90
statutory provisions, 546–7

rights to exploit patent, exclusive, 518–19
proprietary rights, 486

secret use, 457–63
selection, 382–3, 434–5
specifications
best method of performance, 472–3
claims; clear and succinct, 474
consistory clause, 476–7
construction, 468–9, 510
fair basis, 475–7
full description, 470–3
history of, 466–8
internal requirements, 468, 511
micro-organisms, seemicro–organisms,
patent specification, deposit of sample
provisional, 470
role, 509
single invention, 477
stages for consideration, 469

standard, 382
documentation, 394
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622 SUBJECT INDEX

patents for invention (cont.)
statutory requirements, 403–4
term, 391–2
test for anticipation, 428–9
disclosed information disregarded; with
consent, 430–3; without consent, 433–4
grace periods, 430–4
prohibition on mosaics, 429–30
working for trial purposes, 432–3

transitional provisions, 402
TRIPS, 399–400
utility, 455–7

Pearce, Lord, 524
performance, right of, 225–6
Performances and Phonogram Treaty, 185
performers’ rights, 8, 307–8
attribution, 298
exemptions, 309–10
introduced, 184
moral rights, 310–12
attribution, 310–11
defences against infringement, 311–12
false attribution, 311
integrity, 299–300, 311

term of protection, 308
unauthorised use, 308–9
see also copyright; moral rights

personality rights, see natural rights
petty patents, see patents for invention, petty
pharmaceuticals
confidential information, 376
exemptions from patent infringement, 536,
540

patents for invention
compulsory licensing, 502
inventive step, 447–8
novelty, 429
skilled persons, 444, 447
term of protection, 10, 392–4

trade marks, 71, 86
Philips v Remington case, 32–3, 65, 71–2, 94,

138, 141, 152–3, 330
Phillips Fox Review, 245
Phonographic Performance Company of

Australia (PPCA), 248
photographs, 181
as artistic works, 202
authorship, 215
commissioned works, 221
defined, 204
term of protection, 185, 237
see also artistic works

plant breeder’s rights, 10
applications, 561

acceptance or rejection, 564–5, 567
access, 566–7
deposit of propagating material, 567
DUS requirements at time of application,
560–1
form of, 563–4
objections, 566
right to apply, see breeders
substantive examination and test
growing, 565–6
variation after acceptance, 565

assignment, 584
breeders, 556
employers and employees; right to apply,
562–3
independent; right to apply, 562
joint; right to apply, 562–3
right to apply, 561–3

compulsory licensing, 581–3
damages, see damages
dependent varieties (DV), 573
discovery, 556–7
DUS criteria, see plant breeder’s rights,
registrability, criteria

essentially derived varieties (EDV),
571–3

exhaustion of, 576–7
farmer’s rights, 579–81
general nature of, 570–1
grants
effect, 569
requirements, 567–8

harvested materials, 573–6
history, 553–4
infringements, 586–7
accounts of profits, 591
actions for, 588
damages, 591
declarations as to non-infringement,
588–9
exemptions, 587
injunctions, 591
prior use rights, 587–8
remedies, 591

international conventions, 594
jurisdiction, see also jurisdiction, 588–9
licensing, 584–5
limitations on, 577–83
offences, 589
ownership and co-ownership, 583–4
and patents, 593
priority dates, 564
private, experimental or breeding
purposes, 577
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SUBJECT INDEX 623

plant breeder’s rights (cont.)
products and materials from farm-saved
seeds, 582

products from harvested material,
576

in propagating material, 570–1
property rights in, 562
Register of PBR, 568–9
registrability
criteria, 555–6; distinct variety, 557–8;
not exploited, 559–60; stable variety,
558–9; at time of application, 560–1;
uniform variety, 558

restrictions, 582–3
reasonable public access, 583

revocation, 585–6
selective propagation, 557
subject matter, 555
surrender, 586
term of protection, 569–70
and trade marks, 593–4
transitional provisions (PVRA to PBRA),
591–2

Plant Breeder’s Rights Advisory Committee,
581, 590

Plant Breeder’s Right’s Office (PBRO), 561,
566–7

accrediting applicants, 563–5
plant breeding, 554–5
Plant Varieties Journal, 563, 566, 590
plants, patentability, see patents for

invention, exclusions, plants and
animals

prior art base, 322–4, 328–9, 377, 436
method for comparison, 423–4
Patents Act 1952, 421
Patents Act 1990, 421–3
prohibited mosaics, 429
public availability, 425–8
time for comparison, 424–5
see also patents for invention, priority date

priority dates
design protection, 324–5
patents, 384–6, 394, 396–7, 421, 423–4,
438, 469–70, 477

plant breeder’s rights, 564
trade mark registration, 68–9, 100

property rights, 2–3
in passing off tort, 23

proprietary rights, 485–6
‘Protocol’ questions, 517
Pub Squash case, 22, 24, 33, 36
public domain, and confidential information,

347

public lending rights, 318–19
publication, right of, 225
published editions, 208
authorship, 216
originality, 213
owner’s rights, see also reproduction, right
of, 223

requirement of qualification, 210
term of protection, 237

quia timet injunctions, 36, 43, 53

Register of Patents
contents, 506–7
evidence, 508
false entries, 508
inspection and access, 507–8
see also Australian Patent Office (APO)

Register of Plant Breeder’s Rights, 568–9,
589–90

Registrar of Designs, 322
Registrar of Plant Breeder’s Rights, 590
relief, for patent infringements, 544–5
remedies
accounts of profits, 602–4
for circuit layout infringements,
317–18

customs seizures, 604
damages, see damages
permanent injunctions, 600–1
for plant breeder’s rights infringements,
591

pre-trial, 595
Anton Piller orders, 596–8
interlocutory injunctions, 598–600; and
future damages, 599–600; passing off
(tort), 599–600; trade mark
infringements, 599–600
representative orders, 598

see also accounts of profits; injunctions
rent seeking, 5
reproduction, right of, 223–5
reputation, 23–4
abandonment, 34–5
dual ownership of, 28–30
joint ownership of, 27–8
location, 25–7
of marketing image, 33
ownership, 27
in packaging and appearance, 31–3
in public personalities, 33–4
secondary meanings of indicia,
30–1

resale royalty right, 192
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624 SUBJECT INDEX

restraint of trade
breach of confidence, 367
employment contracts, 366
duty of fidelity, 364
obligations of confidentiality, 341, 357,
359–61, 363
pre-assignment clauses, 487–8

reverse infringement test, see patents for
invention, test for anticipation

Review of Crown Use Provisions for Patents and
Designs (ACIP), 491, 493–5

Ridgeway, Aden, 306
rights management information, electronic,

235–6
Riv-Oland case, 80
Ruddock, Phillip, 307

satire, 279–80
Screenrights, 242–3, 248
second-hand goods, 158–9, 167–8
security over intellectual property,

608–9
Sharman case, 256, 260, 597
Sheraton case, 25
signs, definition, see trade marks, registered,

definitions
Simpson Report, 183
Smith Kline case, 71–4
software, see computer software
sound recordings, 206
authorship, 216
copyright exceptions, 292–3
originality, 213
owner’s rights, see also commercial renting,
right of; reproduction, right of, 223

performers’ rights, 308
requirement of qualification, 209–10
statutory licences, 241–2
temporary and incidental reproductions,
291

term of protection, 237
see also copyright, defences,
format–shifting

Spanish Champagne case, 27–8, 37, 53
specifications, 467
Spicer Committee, 182
Stationer’s Company, 180
Stone Ales case, 51
Sue Smith case, 34, 41–2
subsistence of copyright, see copyright,

subsistence
sui generis legislation, 17
European Union, 4, 15
and technological change, 12
and TRIPS, 15

Supreme Courts, State and Territory, 544,
604–6

Sydney Flower Market case, 45, 51

Taco Bell case, 26, 56–7
technological change, 10–12
telephone tapping, see also confidence,

equitable doctrine of breach of, verbal
confidences, 353

television broadcasts, see broadcasts
television formats, copyright protection,

200–1
time-shifting, 283–4
Toowoomba Foundry case, 104–5, 114–15
trade libel, 59
Trade Marks Legislation Review, 116,

129
trade marks, registered, 7
amendment or cancellation, 120–1
assignment, 169–71
cancellation, 125–6
certification, 82–4, 171
collective, 84, 171
colour, 72–3, 97
comparative advertising, use for, 165–6
consent of owner, 167–8
deceptive or confusing, 99–100
defensive, 84–7, 171
definitions, 66–7, 70
disclaimers, 167
distinctiveness
inherent, 89–92
and use, 92–3

distinguishing goods and services, 76–8
European Union law, 137
‘genericisation’, 123–5
good faith acts, 163–4
grounds of opposition, 112–13
geographical indications, 116–19
prior reputation, 113–15
Trade Marks Amendment Act 2006 (Cth),
119

history, 64–5
honest concurrent users, 107–9, 115–16
identical or similar, 100–5
as indicators of origin, 66–7
infringements, 136
damages, see also damages, 168–9
defendant’s conduct, 141
distinguishing goods and services, 139
groundless threats, 162–3
identical or similar, 143
and the internet, see internet, and trade
marks
oral use, 152
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SUBJECT INDEX 625

parallel importation, see parallel
importation
remedies, see also remedies, 169
reproductions, 152–3
reputation of plaintiff ’s trademark,
141–3
second-hand goods, see second–hand
goods
use as descriptive term, 137–9
use as trade mark, 136

intention to use, 74–5
interests, recording of, 175–6
jurisdiction, see jurisdiction
licensing, 172–4
assignment, 175
control by owner, 172

non-infringing acts, 163–7
non-use, 132–5
other legislation, 109–10, 112
business names, 110–11
sporting events protected, 110

ownership, 78–9, 81
distributorship arrangements, 80
first use in Australia, 79–80
overseas trade marks adopted,
81

packaging and shape, 70–2
precursors, 21
presumptive validity, 126
grounds for challenge, 126–8

prior continuous use, 107–9, 115–16,
168

as property, 66–8, 145
rectification
aggrieved persons, 122–3
blameworthy conduct, 130–2
contravention of conditions, limits,
123
discretion in, 128
errors and omissions, 123
fraud, 129
grounds for opposition, 128
use likely to deceive, 129–30

in reducing search costs, 67

registration process, 68–9
registration requirements, 87–8
restriction notices, 161–2
scandalous, 98
scents, 73–4
shapes, functional, 93–7
similar services, 104–6
sounds, 73
treaty obligations, see treaties,
international, trademarks, impact on

use by others, 75
use contrary to law, 98
well-known, 146–8
adverse affect, 150–1
connection with owner, 148–50
unrelated goods or services, 148

Trade Practices Commission (TPC), 370
trade secrets
quality of confidence, 349
see also confidence, equitable doctrine of
breach of

treaties, international, 12
trade marks, impact on, 176–7
see also Table of Statues

ugg boots, trade marks, 81, 124
unfair competition (tort)
France, 59–60
Italy, 59
United States, 60–1

Union Label case, 17
Universal Music case, 607–8
use of one’s own name (defence in passing

off), 29

VI$COPY, 248
Viagra, defensive trade marks, 86, 114

WhenU.com, 50–1
World Intellectual Property Organization

(WIPO), 13, 147, 177, 400–1
administers conventions, 190–1
internet treaties 1996, 191
reforms, 193
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